Your Statement Guide
Summary Of Transactions By Currency

TXN. CCY= the
currency of the
transactions taken Great British
Pounds(GBP)

COUNT = the number of
REFUND transactions
TRANSACTION CURRENCY=
the value of the REFUND
transactions

FUND. CCY= the
currency the
transactions were
settled in – Great
British
Pounds(GBP)

FUNDING CURRENCY = the
value of the REFUND
transactions deducted in
that month

COUNT = the number of
SALES transactions
TRANSACTION CURRENCY=
the value of the SALES
transactions
FUNDING CURRENCY = The
value of the SALES
transactions settled for that
month

NET FUNDING CURRENCY =
the total amount of SALES
minus REFUNDS for the
month

Breakdown Of Fees And Charges

SERVICE ID = the
card type (for
example Corp/Bus
for corporate
cards).

AREA OF EVENT /
SERVICE TYPE =
where the card
originates i.e.
Domestic (UK) or
Foreign and if it is a
credit or debit card.

FUND
AMOUNT= the
total value that
is funded to the
merchant.
value by Fee
Type.

FEE COUNT = the
number of
transactions
where the fee
was applied.

TOTAL

Transaction Type/Fee Type= the fee
the card attracts.
MERCHANT PRICE INTERCHANGE
(Interchange Fee).
ASSESSMENT FEE (Scheme Fee)
PER TRAN FEE (Acquirer Fee).
PURCHASE is the total number of
transactions for the card type.

FEE %/BASE= the
percentage applied to
the transactions and or
the pence rate (base)
applied.

COUNT/TRANS AMOUNT=
the total number of
transactions per card type
(Service ID) and the total
value by Fee Type.

FEE AMOUNT = the total
charge for the fee.

Other Fees And Charges
Details of any fees that are outside of the actual cost of transactions. For example a fee applied for
Chargebacks.

AMOUNT PER
ITEM = the fee
per item

FEE TYPE =
description of
the fees

NUMBER = the
number of items
that the fee will
be applied to

TOTAL FEE CHARGED =
the total charge,
number of items
multiplied by the fee

Additional Information Daily Deposits Made
Details of the total settlement amounts for each day of the month

DATE = the
total of that
days
transactions

MERCHANT FUNDING
CURRENCY = the currency the
settlements are made in

NET AMOUNT= the
amount paid to the
merchant bank
account

REFERENCE NO
= bank
reference
number
relating to the
settlement

Additional Information: Chargebacks Issued
Details of all Chargebacks received in the Statement period.

DATE= date
Chargeback
received
transactions

CASE NUMBER =
the Chargeback
Case Number as
assigned
transactions

ARN= the Acquirer Reference Number, this is
unique to each Chargeback and allows you to
identify activity on each
transactions

AMOUNT=the amount
of the Chargeback
transactions

MERCHANT FUNDING
CURRENCY = the currency the
merchant is settled in
transactions

Misc Adjustments
Details of anything that has been manually adjusted against the account

DATE=date the
adjustment
was made
transactions

ACCOUNT= the
value adjusted
transactions

ADJ. TYPE= the description
for the adjustment
transactions

AMOUNT= the amount that was
adjusted to the account for that
period
transactions

ADJ. CURRENCY = the currency
the adjustment was made in
transactions

For help on running reports on RAM please visit the Welcome
Hub at www.lloydsbankcardnet.com

